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Abstract—Scientists who conduct mid-range computationally
heavy modeling and analysis often scramble to find sufficient
computational resources to test and run their codes. The science
they carry out is not petascale or even terascale science but the
computational needs often go beyond what can be satisfied by
their university. With the maturation of Grid computing facilities
and recent explosion of cloud computing data centers, mid-scale
computational science has more options to satisfy computational
needs. This paper focuses on a simple abstraction for interaction
with heterogeneous resource managers spanning grid and cloud
computing, and on features that make the tool useful for the midscale physical or natural scientist. A key aspect of the service is its
support for multiple standard job specification languages and the
ability for the user to directly interact with the service, removing
the delay that can come through layers of services.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Scientists who conduct mid-range computationally heavy
modeling and analysis often scramble to find sufficient computational resources to test and run their codes. The science they
carry out is not at petascale but this kind of application forms
the backbone of scientific discovery as its numbers are large.
These users have needs that can exceed the computational
resources of single university, but may not be well suited to
large scale computational resources such as the TeraGrid[13]
either because of their size or interactive needs. The GWAVA
gradient wind model[31] coupled with the ADCIRC coastal
ocean model[41], for instance, has been used with success
to model the effect of storm surge on the coastal shores of
North Carolina. The model requires about 600 CPU hours per
simulation and requires hundreds of simulations to generate
enough results to be useful. The ADAS[45] and WRF[32] runs
of the LEAD [17] system execute short term forecasts for use
in applications in energy and agriculture. The ADAS/WRF
workflow requires about 512 CPU hours to execute and generate a few gigabytes of data. These scientists, most notably
found across the geosciences, need access to resources that
are cheap, available, and most importantly easy to set up and
administer.
Grid computing can and has been viewed as an answer
to the problem of mid-scale computational research through
well known grids such as the Open Science Grid (OSG)[4]
and TeraGrid, and the European Grid Initiative[2] that bring
together geographically distributed compute resources. Grid
computing has advanced cyberinfrastructure and software
architectures in significant ways, resulting in solutions to
distributed security, metascheduling, and data movement. On
the other hand, the computational resources available through
Grids are often large batch oriented system that under even
moderate loads can result in long queue times. Additionally,

grid computing makes no claims to access transparency in
that failures in the underlying infrastructure generally propagate upward to the application for handling, complicating its
use by domain scientists. The quota system on CPU usage
requires that maximum resource needs be known in advance
and research projects pre-approved through a grants approval
process. Finally working through the cyberinfrastructure to get
access to the computational resource requires a high level of
computer science expertise if one is to utilize the resource in
an optimal way. Cloud computing on the other hand offers a
complementary solution to grid computing that features high
availability, a pay-as-you-go model, and on-demand allocation
of what is claimed to be a limitless resource[8]. It has its own
disadvantages. For one, it has a payment policy that does not
work well with university research cost models.
One model that has emerged in support of mid-scale science
is that of researchers engaging with computational resources
through workflow systems. The workflow can be a human task,
a semi-structured workflow where both automated components
and human components are part of the workflow, it could be
a script that executes tasks in some predefined sequence, or it
could be a task graph orchestrated by a workflow engine. The
utilization of heterogenous compute resources can be accomplished by a hybrid workflow model[36] where a workflow is
decomposed and passed to computational resources whereever
they are available. For instance, in [36] we demonstrate the
hybrid workflow model that partitions a workflow across
compute platforms to take advantage of what a compute
platform might have to offer. We demonstrated a weather
forecast workflow that ran in a strict 1-hour timeframe. It
is made up of 16 computational tasks, largely serial, one
of which requires 512 cores for 20 minutes, and the ending
step is a rendering piece where 8 tasks run in parallel. The
rendering piece of the workflow can utilize a local Windows
HPC cluster, but the computationally heavy piece requires an
HPC resource but only for the 20 minutes where 512 cores are
required. The hybrid workflow model gives flexibility to utilize
computational resources where they can be found. A resource
abstraction layer to which sub-workflows can be submitted is a
key piece of the hybrid workflow model. In order to minimize
total turnaround time in this heterogeneous environment, the
resource abstraction layer must be able to monitor the back
end resource well enough to respond instantly when the subworkflow has completed.
The broader vision of our research is on giving mid-scale
science applications options to achieving low cost execution
that minimizes turnaround time and maximizes the successful
completion rate over a set workflows where the workflow set

Fig. 1: Research Vision
is drawn from multiple users submitting workflows over a
fixed period of time. The solution has two primary pieces as
shown in Figure 1: the first is a metascheduler that draws
from AppLeS[11] and GRADS[10] in its use of historical
information to anticipate future activity. The second is a
resource abstraction service, which shares aspects in common
with Nimrod/G[12]. Our focus in the latter is on a simpler
abstraction to deploying tasks on compute resources that spans
grid and cloud computing, and focuses on features that make
the tool useable by the small-scale physical or natural scientist
who runs mid-sized computational jobs from a small-scale
research lab.
The contribution of this paper is the resource abstraction
layer implemented as a web service that provides a uniform
abstraction layer over heterogeneous compute resources. The
service supports the standard job specification languages Job
Submission Description Language (JSDL)[7] and The Globus
Resource Specification Language (RSL)[22], and directly interacts with resource managers so requires no grid or meta
scheduling middleware. We demonstrate experimentally that
the architecture is scalable and offers good performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we discuss motivating challenges. Design and architecture of the system is discussed in Section III and Section
IV presents the performance evaluation of the implementation.
We discuss related work in Section V followed by conclusions
in Section VI.
II. M OTIVATION
With the advent of cloud computing, the mid-range scientist
has multiple options, more platforms to choose from to run
their experiments. However, taking advantage of this plentiful
setting is difficult because of numerous barriers. Applications
must be ported and accounts and allocations must be secured.
If the application is packaged with a guest OS and run in a
virtual machine, the package must be prepared. Commercial
Cloud resources require monetary expenditure that research
grants and universities are not well suited to accommodate.
Grid or traditional high performance computing resources are
batch oriented, keeping jobs in queues for possibly lengthy
periods. If a user has access to a departmental cluster, it
may not be sufficient. While we recognize the importance
of all these challenges, we focus on a single solution in this
paper, a component in a modular and light weight solution that
provides a uniform abstraction or interface to heterogeneous
back end compute resources.
In our model of execution, the resource abstraction layer (or
service) sits between a meta-scheduler and the local scheduler
on a compute resource if the local scheduler exists. This is

depicted in Figure 1 where an application such as a workflow
engine submits jobs to the Job Prediction Engine. The Job
Prediction Engine examines historical information about the
job, the service history of the set of available resources, and
the context of other jobs/workflows in the immediate past,
the present, and the future. The computational systems that
best maximize the user profile is selected. The job is then
passed to the metascheduler which further refines the system
choice based on reliability estimates of the systems. The job
is handed off to the resource abstraction component which
deploys the job to the selected resource and monitors progress.
The user and client tools can directly interact with the resource
abstraction component ensuring, for instance, that the client is
instantly notified when a job completes. For real-time, hybrid
workflows, delays in hearing about completion of a job can
be costly because workflows must complete multiple steps on
a schedule so cannot afford time-wasting delays.
Grid middleware solutions offer an option to abstracting
a set of heterogeneous resource managers through a single
unified job management interface. However, Grid middleware
tends to be highly complex, needing technically sophisticated
system administration skills to deploy and maintain these
services. Further, many clusters in the academic setting are
not part of a larger scale grid and have to be directly accessed
by non-uniform vendor specific resource managers.
Meta-scheduling and scheduling algorithms partially address this problem. They are predominantly focused however
on improving batch queue times, reducing job execution times
and securing resources as and only as needed. With grid
computing such as with the TeraGrid, queue times can be
significant and be dependent on factors such as total system
load, wall clock limits on a job, etc. A batch queue by nature
implies mediating access to a finite resource.
Cloud providers provide access to seemingly unlimited
resources so wait times are effectively nonexistent. Jobs do
however suffer seconds to minutes start up overheads within
virtualized environments[14][18][20][29], and thus are a major
source of latency that we propose to reduce. Scheduling
algorithms also focus on optimal utilization of relatively homogeneous grid or cluster resources through resource allocation
algorithms. Maximal utilization of a resource does not make
sense either in a domain of unlimited resources, or at least not
a problem that a user needs to deal with. But clouds, particularly when taken across available cloud providers[1][3] present
a heterogeneous set of resources with different hardware
and software configurations that can be maximally utilized
to a user’s advantage. Cloud computing environments have
spawned significant growth in programming paradigms like
MapReduce[15] for data intensive job executions. The data
locality and the data dependence between map and reduce
tasks[44] are unique to cloud environments.
There are a number of requirements that motivate our
solution:
Non-Standard Job Managers: As new compute platforms emerge, such as Amazon EC2[1], Nimbus[28],
Windows Azure[3] and with wide variety of cluster
resource managers, such as LSF[42], Portable Batch
System[38], Load-Leveler[26], Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management[43] vendors have introduced wide variety of resource management interfaces. With more options

in hand, complexities in interacting with wide variety of
computational resources becomes a challenge for scientists,
especially for non-computer scientists.
Startup Overhead: Large-scale computing resources have
startup overheads associated with job executions. For example,
to execute a scientific job inside virtual machine based cloud
computing environments the virtual machines must be started
up and prepared before the execution of the jobs. If the startup
overheads are significant compared to the job execution times,
then reducing these startup overheads can improve the execution times of scientific jobs. Accurate prediction of next jobs
to be executed by examining across a set of workflows enables
advance allocation and preparation of resources, cutting down
or hiding the startup overheads in job executions.
Scalability and Reliability: There are systems implemented to work with different types of computational resources. For example, grid computing middleware abstracts
job managers and has succeeded despite battling through
scalability and reliability issues [30].
Non-Grid Resources: Scientists have access to computational resources which are neither part of a grid nor have the
intention of being part of a grid. Departmental clusters, community clusters are good examples for these types of resources.
Also the science gateways, which support a community of
users will have to support variety of resources. These scientists
are looking for resources which are more readily available than
shared resources and they have a need for a lightweight job
manager with minimal installation requirements.
New Platforms for Scientific Job Executions: Windows
HPC clusters are gaining popularity as platforms to run scientific applications. The introduction of distributed job execution
frameworks like Dryad [27], scientific workflow workbenches
like Trident [9] and with the porting of widely used scientific
applications like WRF [32] to run on Windows, scientists are
already migrating to these resources. With these advances,
scientists should be able to add Windows HPC clusters in
to the available set of computational resources to run their
scientific experiments. But with the current systems its quite
challenging for existing workflow systems and gateways to
interoperate with these new clusters. Also cloud computing,
as discussed in the introduction, is a potential alternative for
on-demand computing beyond the promise of grid computing.
The elasticity and pay as you go model will be applicable for
scientific needs where experiments have a surge of compute
needs.
Finally, our larger vision extends to include the use of
prediction techniques that capture and deal with the variability
of heterogenous compute resources. While not part of this
paper, we envision prediction algorithms using historical data
are employed in scheduling to predict the execution times of
an application. On a cluster, this can be done by looking at
the history of the application alone. But cloud environments
with their different hardware configurations, the execution
time predictions must factor in the non-uniformity of hardware resources. Grid or time-shared resources are designed
to allocate a large fraction of computational resources to
be consumed to a single job or user[34] whereas in cloud
computing systems only a tiny fraction of total resource
availability is being used by a given user or a job at any
given time. Cloud schedulers must in response scale to support

Fig. 2: Sigiri Architecture

Fig. 3: Sigiri Daemon Interaction with Resource Managers
large number of simultaneous users. Too, the emergence of the
semi-structured workflow as a way of bringing the human-intothe-loop of an investigative process results in more smallerscale and data dependent workflows that are seen in largescale computations. These workflows present a challenge to
the body of work on workflow planning and execution that
we discuss in the related work section. Finally, grid computing
or time-shared resources provide an abstraction of federated
resources[34] in the form of heterogeneous hardware, network
and software resources across different administrative domains
bound together in support of virtual organizations where the
administrative domain supports authentication but membership
and authorization are at the virtual organization level. But
federated resources or virtual organizations for that matter,
are not provided for in a cloud setting.
III. A RCHITECTURE
We address the requirements of Section II with a lightweight computational resource abstraction framework called
Sigri. The design of the service is additionally motivated by
the lessons learnt in using grid computing abstractions and
dealing with its shortcomings throughout the course of the
LEAD project [17].
A. Overall Architecture
Underlying the architecture of Sigiri is an asynchronous
eventing model of event publishers and consumers where
job requests received at Sigri are published to a queue, as
shown in Figure 2, for uptake by daemons representing the
heterogeneous computational resources. Each daemon, shown
in detail in Figure 3, communicates with the computational
resource it represents. Once a job is submitted to the Sigri
job queue, the relevant daemon picks up the job, translates
it to the job specification language of the computational
resource, if any, and submits it to the resource manager. The
same daemon is then responsible for monitoring the job to
completion and updating the system on the current state of the
job. This decoupled architecture enables robustness in Sigiri
under failures in underlying computational resources and at

the same time provides an extensible framework capable of
being extended to additional computational resources.
The system is distributed in that the components of the
system (Figure 2) can be deployed on different machines.
If a new computational resource needs to be added to the
system, the system administrator can add a new daemon to
the system and make it run inside the computational resource
itself, without making any changes to the existing Sigiri
deployment. This flexibility enables eScience applications
already using Sigiri to be minimally impacted by the addition
of new computational resources, but also takes advantage of
the computational capabilities of a new resource.
At the front end of Sigri is a web service single access
point for clients, such as workflow clients, to submit and
manage jobs. The job requests are queued and persisted and
the request is tracked and responded through a unique internal
job identifier. De-coupling the job submission with the client
request, the system can be more robust than existing solutions.
Also it enables to sustain the initial response time and to
surge protect the rate of resource manager’s job submission.
The sustained rate of acceptance increases the scalability of
the job management system greatly empowering support of
large scale workflow systems. This decoupling also helps the
system to sustain the communication failures of underlying
resources and retry and recover when the system returns to
healthy state. This asynchronous job acceptance introduces
latencies but the robustness and constant performance out
weighs this minimally introduced delays. The client either
poll for the job status or can register a callback URL or
email to receive notification of job status changes. The web
service front end also supports job termination and other job
management operations. The service persists the client handles
and the resource manager handles and correlates between the
two accordingly.
At the back end, each managed compute resource has a
light-weight daemon which periodically checks the job request
queue, translates the job specification to a resource manager
specific language, submits the pending jobs and persists the
correlation between the resource manager’s job id with internal
id. The daemon also handles resource manager specific faults
and propagates them to the service to notify the clients.
Because of the extra complexities of handling cloud computing
resources, Sigiri provides a flexible framework to interact with
different providers. The Job management process continuously
monitors the state of submitted jobs using a resource manager
specific API to retrieve the information. Additional features
include the following:
Extensible Daemon APIs: Sigiri implementation supports
wide variety of resource managers [26][38][43] found in
grid computing resources, Windows HPC clusters, Amazon
EC2 [1]. The extensibility of the daemon API enables the
integration of wide range of resource managers while keeping
complexities of these resources managers transparent to the
end users of these systems.
Ability to Integrate Seemlessly with Existing Systems: Sigiri Web service interface, developed as an Apache Axis2[35]
Web service, is capable of interoperating with wide variety
of clients including workflows, gateway environments, script
based environments, etc., Sigiri also has the flexibility of
extending its Web service to support different job specifica-

Fig. 4: Sigiri Daemon Architecture for Cloud Resources

Fig. 5: Prototype Implementation for Amazon EC2
tion languages. Our current implementation understands both
JSDL[7] and RSL[22].
B. Integration with Cloud Computing Resources
We propose an extension based framework where different
providers are handled using different extensions which are
dynamically loaded and configured to handle security, run jobs
and perform required data movements. Since failures are part
of job execution, we also incorporated failure handling into
the framework so that the extension authors can register these
failure handlers to the framework to clean up the resources
after a failure. This framework enables scientists to interact
with multiple cloud providers within the same system. This
extensible framework can be used to add support for new
providers and even help to work with different data movement and managements services, without binding to a given
provider.
The cloud extension has also the ability of exposing itself as
a web service, while also being a daemon that can be accessed
using Sigiri Web service.
Figure 4 presents the architecture of Sigiri cloud extension.
The in-path of the system, should perform the steps related to
preparation of the resource until job submission. The out-path,
on the other hand, handles the steps from the completion of
job execution to notification of the client. Extensions can be
written as modules independent of other extensions, typically
to carry out a single task. For example, UserCredential extension can be used to retrieve the user’s credentials from a
registry and put in to current context. Users will then write
a template file, listing the sequence of these extensions. User
has the flexibility to write their own extensions or use existing
extensions from the pool of extensions that are pre-installed
in Sigiri. Sigiri, upon receiving a request to execute a job
in a cloud computing resource, looks for a template that can
serve the request. Then it loads the extensions defined in
this template dynamically and invoke them in order. With the
Chain of Responsibility Pattern [39] used within Sigiri cloud
extension, we enabled clients to dynamically add extensions to
the system and also inject new dependencies in to the system.
Figure 5 presents a typical combination of extensions that
can be used to execute jobs in Amazon EC2.
C. Fault Handling
While interacting with cloud computing resources, the system can fault at various stages. For example, after starting

virtual machines in the cloud computing resources, there can
be errors in data movement. In these cases, it is important
to roll-back the actions performed up to that point. If not
cleaned up properly, users will end up paying for resources
in-vain and might also create trouble while creating future
instance. To address this, we integrated fault handling also in
to the extensions and mandated every extension to implement
a revoke method. During the fault handling process these
revokes are called for already executed extensions, in the
reverse order they were invoked.
D. Security
To interact with multiple computational resources, each of
which might implement a different security mechanism, poses
a challenge to provide security for the clients who access our
service and for Sigiri to access the supported computational
resources. We provide two levels of security: client level
security to secure access to our service, and compute resource
security to control access to the computational resources by
Sigiri on behalf of the clients.
Client security is handled between the client and the
web service enabling both transport level and message level
security using SSL and WS-Security[33] respectively. With
the support of the Web container, it can be enabled to provide
authentication to use Sigiri service. WS-Security, on the other
hand provides authentication, authorization and message level
encryption capabilities. With the support of Apache Axis2
capabilities, it is also possible to enable WS-Security policy
and make the clients negotiate security policies with Sigiri
server.
Compute Resource Security. Different computational resources require different types of security credentials. For
example, accessing Windows HPC resources require the user
to provide basic authentication using username/password combinations whereas cloud computing providers require users to
provide security credentials using certificates. Sigiri can be
configured to store these credentials internally, remote registry
or even in an identity server [40]. This extensibility to work
with different security providers enables Sigiri to use different
credential types without making them vulnerable to attacks
while enabling secure access to the computational resources.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
This section details the test scenarios and evaluation metrics
of Sigiri over grid computing resources. The test scenarios are
similar to the ones used previously by Marru et al.[30], but
with the addition of baseline measurements of Sigiri.
A. Experimental Setup
1) Sigiri Hosted Environment: Sigiri daemon is hosted in
the gatekeeper of Indiana University BigRed HPC computer.
The gatekeeper is a quad-core IBM PowerPC (1.6GHz) with
8GB of physical memory. Sigiri Web service and the database
are co-hosted in a box with 4 2.6GHz dual-core processors
with 32GB of RAM. Both these nodes were not dedicated for
our experiment when we were running tests.
2) Client Environment: The test clients were run on a 128
node Odin Cluster (Research cluster in School of Informatics
and Computing in Indiana University). Each node on Odin is
a Dual AMD 2.0GHz Opteron processor with 4GB physical
memory. All the client nodes were used in dedicated mode

and each client is running on separate java virtual machine
to eliminate any external overhead. The client side concurrent
invocations are managed by SLURM job manager.
B. Evaluation Test Cases
We use a number of baseline, system, and scalability tests
to evaluate the performance of Sigiri and to compare the
performance with Globus WS Gram v4.0.6 (with additional
patches) [19]. We use the following two test scenarios against
the three benchmarks below.
Test Case 1: Jobs arrive at Sigiri system as a burst of
concurrent submissions from a controlled number of clients.
Each client waits for all the jobs to finish before submitting the
next set of jobs. For example, during the test with 100 clients,
each client sends 1 job to the server making 100 jobs coming
to the server in parallel. The job submission script waits until
all the 100 jobs to finish before invoking the clients to send
next batch of jobs.
Test Case 2: Each client submits 10 jobs having varying execution times in sequence with no delay between submissions,
that is, the client does not block upon submission of a job. The
failure rate and the server performance, from the clients point
of view, are measured and the number of simultaneous clients
will be systematically increased. This test case will simulate a
loosely parallel job submission with Sigiri system processing
medium to low concurrent jobs but without any breathing room
between batches of submissions.
1) Baseline Measurements: Figure 6 presents the states
of a job within our system and Table I defines the baseline
measurements we will be using to evaluate Sigiri.

Fig. 6: States of a Job within Sigiri
2) System Benchmarks: Table II defines the system level
benchmarks we will be using to evaluate Sigiri.
3) Scalability Measurements: In this section we evaluate
Sigiri’s scalability in comparison to Globus WS-Gram v4.0.6
(Gram4) using both test cases 1 and 2. The metrics are defined
in Table III, and they include failure percentage from which
one can derive a sense of overall system reliability.
We ran each test, number of clients * 10 times and average
the results to get one data point. Each parameter is tested for
100 to 1000 concurrent clients. During this evaluation we ran
a total of 110,000 tests. We use the Gram4 experiment results
produced in Gram4 evaluation paper[30].
C. Results
Figure 7(a) and 7(b) show Sigiri performance on baseline
measurements (Table I) for test cases 1 and 2, respectively.
Sigiri performance is steady and has low overhead across
varying number of concurrent clients for all the baseline
measurements.
Figure 7(e) show the overall system performance of Sigiri
for the two test cases. Sigiri is performing better in test case 1,
compared to test case 2. Further profiling of the test scenarios

(a) Test Case 1: Sigiri Baseline Measurements

(c) Test Case 1: Gram4 vs Sigiri System Benchmarks

(e) Sigiri System Benchmark for Test Case 1 and 2

(b) Test Case 2: Sigiri Baseline Measurements

(d) Test Case 2: Gram4 vs Sigiri System Benchmarks

(f) Gram4 vs Sigiri Error Rate

Fig. 7: Performance Evaluation Results
revealed that the difference is due to the thread allocation and
maintenance inefficiencies of Apache tomcat server and Axis2
server.
Figure 7(c) and 7(d) compares Sigiri system performance
against the Gram4 performance for system benchmarks. Even
though Gram4 response time is comparable to Sigiri performance, Gram4 Total system overhead is a lot worse than
Sigiri. Sigiri could maintain a steady increase in total system
overhead with the increase of number of clients. Gram4 server
could maintain its performance and also the 0% error rate
up to 200 concurrent requests, but beyond that point Gram4

performance has started to degrade. According to previous
observations[30], Gram4 server at 600 concurrent requests, for
both test cases 1 and 2. Because of this we could not obtain
data for Gram4, beyond 600 concurrent clients.
Figure 7(f) shows the variation of error rate against increasing number of clients for Gram4 and Sigiri. For all the
test cases, Sigiri never encountered an error and could serve
all 110,000 requests. Gram4 on the other hand, encounters
trouble when processing reaches more than 400 concurrent
clients requests.
In addition to the main goals of providing a uniform

Parameter
Sigiri Job Queueing
Time ([4]-[3])

Sigiri Queue Wait
Time ([5]-[4])
Sigiri Job Submission Overhead ([6][5])

Total Sigiri Overhead ([6]-[3])

Description
The elapsed time between Sigiri Web
service getting the request from Web service’s container, queueing in Sigiri queue
and returning the job identification number.
The time a job waits in Sigiri queue
before being picked up by Sigiri daemon
and submitted to Bigred resource manager.
The elapsed time between retrieval of a
job from the job queue, convert it to a
resource manager specific script, submission of the job to the resource manager
and, receipt and update of the first states
in the database. In other words this approximately corresponds to the time between the user getting the job identification number from the system and the user
getting the first status from the resource
manager
Total overhead added by Sigiri, during job
submission.

TABLE I: Sigiri Baseline Measurements
Parameter
Response
Time
([4][1])

Total System
Overhead
([9]-[1])

Description
The elapsed time from receipt of a client request,
store that in the system job queue and return
the job identification number to the user. In
addition to sigiri job queueing overhead, this
time also includes the overhead of creating and
sending a web service request on client side and
tomcat and axis2 overhead on assigning request
processing threads and processing the request.
The elapsed time between client sending the request and getting the job done notification. Since
we experienced long queue wait times on Bigred
and application execution times are varied, we
remove the job queue time and execution time
from this measure.

TABLE II: System Benchmarks
Parameter
Response
Time
Total System
Overhead

Failure
Percentage

Description
The elapsed time from receipt of a client request
and the client receiving job pending status with
a job identification from the system.
The elapsed time between client submitting a
job request and client getting job completed
notification. Since we experienced long queue
wait times on Bigred and application execution
times are varied, we remove the job queue time
and execution time from this measure.
The percentage of job failures.

TABLE III: Sigiri System Peformance Comparison
resource abstraction for large-scale systems, one of the design
goals of Sigiri was to make it a light-weight and scalable
framework. The baseline measurement performance results
show the low overhead of Sigiri and also its scalability.
A 0% error rate across all the test scenarios for all the
benchmarks gives strong indication that Sigiri is a reliable
framework for use in an eScience environment. Driven by
the light-weightness, scalability and reliability of Sigiri, our

team has been using it, in parallel with Globus Gram4, within
LEAD system as the job submission framework for Grid
computing resources. With the LEAD II efforts, we are moving
towards the usage of wide-variety of computational resources,
including Windows HPC and cloud computing resources and
Sigiri seems to be a promissing candidate in that effort.
V. R ELATED W ORK
The primary objective of the Sigiri job management system
is to enable eScience applications to have a choice of back-end
computational resources through a unified job management
service that scales better than existing approaches and is
easy to install and maintain. The extensibility of the Sigiri
components eases the task of incorporating new resource
manager managed compute resources in a way that minimizes
administration overhead. Sigiri in its current form targets
filling the need for a light weight job management solution, hence is not directly comparable to comprehensive job
management solutions such as the Grid Resource Allocation
and Management (GRAM)[19], Condor-G[21], Nimrod/G[12],
GridWay[25] and SAGA[23] and Falkon[37] all of which
provide uniform job management APIs, but are tightly integrated with complex middleware to address a broad range
of problems. Gram, for example, enabled the usage of next
generation distributed computing within large-scale scientific
applications. It attempted to address needed abstractions but
the challenges have increased and the middleware has suffered
scalability and reliability issues [30]. We are also aware that
some of these problems are being addressed with constant improvements with Gram5. Nimrod/G is using globus toolkit and
has the capability of working with other grid middleware services and also is capable of scheduling based on the concepts
of computational economy. SAGA has an adaptor model that
can be used to interact with different grid computing middleware. Falkon[37] provides a high throughput and scalable
solution which also incorporates multi-level scheduling. Sigiri,
on the other hand, provides standalone functionality which in
itself has attracted academic system administrators to incorporate their resources into eScience systems. Sigiri also supports
wide variety of other computational resources, including cloud
computing resources, Windows HPC resources, departmental
clusters, in addition to the grid computing resources to submit
and manage scientific jobs.
Cloud computing providers [1][3] enable scientists to access on-demand computational resources and scientists are
exploring[24][28][16][5] the capabilities of using cloud computing resources for eScience applications. Systems are developed to enable access to cloud computing resources, but
the capability to enable different types of computational resources, using a single interface still exists as a challenge.
Sigiri, enables the usage of these new computational resources
and technologies with minimal effort enabling scientists to
experiment with these new technologies.
CREAM [6] provides job management through a Web
services interface but is designed to support a custom job
description language and assumes a grid environment for job
submission. Custom job description languages are a burden on
workflow system managers, hence Sigiri supports for popular
job specifications like JSDL[7] and The Globus RSL[22].

Furthermore Sigiri directly interacts with resource managers
so assumes no grid or meta scheduling middleware.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Sigiri will help the mid-scale scientists obtain access to
resources that are cheap and available. More importantly it
strives to do so with a tool that is easy to set up and
administer. It will further enable researchers to run scientific
experimentation on a wide-variety of computational resources.
With the scalability shown here, and architecture for reliability and light-weight functioning, Sigri can also be used
as a complementary framework with other job management
frameworks, such as Gram, to help the scientist tap in to
additional computational resources, and enable researchers to
try out new technologies and computational resources such as
Windows HPC, cloud computing infrastructure and new local
clusters.
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